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Context 
The Book of  Jam is a monthly 
compendium of  work that has been 
generated by our daily ‘show & tell’,
our ‘jam’ of  words & images, films & 
sounds.
‘A continuous process altered daily’
   robert morris



There is something in our nature that responds to serialism, to the flow of  things that ebbs to and fro. Repeating but 
never the same. Process. It is obviously the basis of  our music but it also permeates every aspect of  our creative lives. 
It is engrained our daily routine to make things whether they be photographs, films, paintings, drawings, words, sounds 
or music. It ’s not that we started off thinking that this is what we do, rather it has evolved slowly over time between the 
two of  us and a close circle of  friends, all of  whom contribute to and encourage us to believe in what we do and we hope 
that, in return, we have made a similar contribution to both their lives and their work. Although it is easy to say that 
‘Underworld ’ is the two of  us because that is the public face of  the band, it is harder to define what and who is ‘Underworld ’ 
in the broader, everyday, sense. This situation is not unique to us. Far from it. One of  those long time contributors is John, 
who we ’ve known and been part of  our lives {as we have in his} for almost 25 years. The ‘Book of  Jam’ is the consequence 
of  the conversation between, but not limited to, the three of  us. This ‘conversation’ is not just verbal. Everyday we not 
only ‘show & tell’ between the three of  us but have sufficent trust and interest in each other to give over our to work to 
one other so it can be ‘jammed with it’, reshaped, added and/or subtracted, or completely changed out of  all recognition. 
Like everything in today’s world the continuous flow of  things between the three of  us has been enhanced by digital 
technology but its the ‘human’ and emotive that binds us and keeps us together. The small things resonate as much, 
and sometimes greater than the large things. The most humble of  observations or the most mundane of  photographs or the 
most poorly crafted drawing can inspire, partly because we know what the other is trying to achieve and importantly what 
it means to them. This is the fundamental energy of  our relationship. It is also a matter of  interpretation or, as is often the 
case, mis-interpretation, that triggers, propels or reshaps something inside. And that, of  course, leads to new work and that 
new work is introduced into the continuous process of  ‘show & tell’. In addition to the work in this and subsequent editions 
there will be a section called ‘wayposts’ which is an index of  people & things we ’ve found and insirpired us in one way or 
another, or at the very least provoked yet another conversation. And so on …                                     Rick & Karl   
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Both Karl & Rick continuously document their immediate 
surroundings, as the american artist Robert Morris said ‘a continuous process 
altered daily’. Over the past 5 years this has meant that Karl has accumul-
ated more than 30,000 cellphone images. They can be viewed as one 
continuous stream, a riverrun {a visual map of  a journey} or reordered into 
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A time-lapse film of  a painting being made. One frame every minute.
To be shown at concerts as back projection. The stills have then been 
re-presented in book form. The juxtaposition of  these images next to 
Rick’s photographs from his ‘Book of Nature ’ illustrate our similarity and 
commonality of  ‘how we see the world’. We respond to the rhythms in 
the world, with either our ears or our eyes, and capture it – in whatever 
medium – and frame it and respod to that selection and then reconfigure 
it as work. In other words, composition. Just as the selection of  Karl’s cell-
phone objects can also be viewed as a composition. It ’s all ‘music’.  
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circumstances, situations or instructions which would produce an unexpected outcome which would demand a response or 
readjustment. Eno developed systems that liberate the process of  ‘problem solving’ in music; specifically, his ‘Oblique Strategies’ set 
of  cards. Numbering over 100 each card contains an instruction or ‘strategy’ to follow so that one can resolve or to reposition oneself  
to the particular problem at hand. Importantly, the instructions on these cards can be applied to any creative dilemna in any medium.
Moreover, he published them first as a physical boxed set {which I obtained in 1979 and still cherish}, then they were published on 
the web and now they can be downloaded as a desktop widget {see wayposts, p46}. Broadly speaking, Eno’s interest in strategy is no 
different to those of  John Cage and his use of  the I-Ching {chance operations; see wayposts, p45}as an integral part of  his creative 
decision making process which is similar to Eno’s use of  his Oblique Strategies. Cage then applied this method to his writing 
{Mesostics}and to installations such as HRPSCRD which is paralled by Eno through his instalations of  ‘visual music’ and his 
recently released generative video and music programme, ‘77 million paintings’. Our wayposts act in a similar way {see p44-47}, 
they catalogue not only people, events and things they are also an index of  possible strategies and approaches that we use to create 
our work; sometimes directly, sometimes indirectly. This is not to say that wayposts is as important as either Eno’s Oblique Strategies or 
Cage ’s assimilation and use of  the I Ching rather it is a glimpse into our approach quantified as an object. Our point, if  we are making 
one, is that this approach, which by some maybe considered ‘intellectual’ in a negative sense, is not necessarily confined or useful to 
purely esoteric or difficult music; Eno’s work with U2 and James, as pertinent examples, proves its use when applied to the 
‘mainstream’. It ’s not the way but a way, an option in the creative process. Just as working on instinct and the ‘groove ’ has equal and 
obvious validity. It ’s more a question of  inquisitiveness, of  going on a journey, of  finding out and discovering possibilities that may 
not have been apparent or possible using conventional methods or ways of  working. In the broadest sense we are working with
language and telling stories. What medium or media we are using to tell these stories is largely irrelevant but we are experimenting 
and sculpting with is language; testing the grammar and syntax of  a particular medium to communicate our intentions and ideas and 
seeing & hearing what happens. 

This monthly Book of Jam and the books and other material that we are about to publish are glimpses or windows into this process, 
a riverrun of  words and images, and in its own way – music.                                                                                                    John

This conversation began in 1983. We met through a mutual friend. After the short introductions of  who we are and what 
we were each doing the usual ‘first date ’ awkwardness evapourated when we quickly found that we shared common 
musical interests – Eno, Fripp and Kraftwerk {as far as i can remember}. More importantly, this was an interest not only 
in their music but also in their process and their ideas about the making of  music, the process/strategy of  music making¹. 
This gave us a shared ground from which we could then interpret within each of  our own specialities. Rather than starting 
a potentially competitive relationship between us it meant that we didn’t ‘tread on each other’s toes’, instead we all 
brought something to the middle, shared ground that was useful to us all. The other thing i remember from those early 
conversations was Rick & Karl’s interest not only in northern European ‘electronica’ {that also included Can and Faust} 
but also in the warmth and ‘groove ’ of  reggae artists such as Dennis Bovell and the sonic experiments of  Lee ‘Scratch’ 
Perry. The vastly different worlds and music of  Kraftwerk and Lee Perry intersected in the studio where the mixing desk 
became as much an ‘instrument’ as a guitar, bass or drums. It was the focal point of  the jam for both these artists. In the 
case of  Lee Perry the idea of  a ‘jam’ is easy to understand through his music and productions of  other artists however 
we were just as intrigued by what we heard about Kraftwerk – everyday they go into the studio and play. The repeated 
improvisations were refined time and time again until the familiar, specifically honed music was then recorded in its final 
form. What excited us most was that classically trained musicians would use a jazz technique to produce minimalist, 
modernist music through the mixing desk. And in Kraftwerk’s case they had gone so far as to take the studio/mixing 
desk on stage as their live ‘instrument’. We dreamt of  a time when we could feed and play both the music and the visuals 
through the same ‘mixing’ desk and that we could continually modify what each of  us were doing during the performance.
Another idea that excited us at that very first meeting was a quote by Robert Fripp made in 1974 whilst being interviewed 
by the Melody Maker about the dissolution of  King Crimson and his future plans. When asked how he saw his future
Fripp’s answered that his future lay in being a ‘small, mobile and independent’ unit. No one exemplifies this description 
better than Brian Eno. Eno’s main contribution to our mix is not only the range of  music that he has either made, curated 
or produced but as a roving musical ‘intelligence ’ who thinks strategically about music and its function. A good example 
of  all three facets coming together was the Obscure Record Label {1975}. It ’s ten releases were quantifiably different to 
anything that Eno was making under his own name {by 1975, post-Roxy Music Eno had released Here Comes the Warm 
Jets, Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy and Another Green World under his own name and collobrated with Robert Fripp 
on No Pussyfooting and Evening Star as well as working on John Cale ’s Fear, Nico’s The End and Phil Manzenera’s 
Diamond Head amongst others}. Discreet Music was the third release in the Obscure series and has become a seminal work 
in contempoary music, the first ‘ambient’ music album. The rest of  the series consisted of  albums of  other artists that Eno 
thought fitted the conceptual framework of  his label. This series cemented Eno’s reputation as an important independent
artist that worked outside of  the ‘system’ yet brought his ‘intelligence ’ to bear on projects that were decidedly part of  the 
‘system’, albeit at the ‘art ’ edge of  mainstream – More Songs about Buildings and Food and Fear of  Music for Talking Heads; 
Low, Heroes and Lodger for David Bowie {and with Robert Fripp on Heroes}; and the albums he has produced for U2, 
starting with The Unforgetable Fire. Eno has a fascination for strategy and the outcome of  a strategy, i.e. establish a set of
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Far, far from Cyfartha Street







drums { from four continents}

                               shakers 
                               scratchers 
                               bangers 
                               smashers

             goat                              
             cow                             bells 
                                        asian & african           

                        cymbals  crash & ride

                                                sheet metal {varying types}

                                                tambourines

Acoustic Signature
                                                                                                     

studio 2, Abbey Road …

guitars { acouic; semi-acouic; eleric}

e-bow    { roke & rike}

                                   

                         amplifiers 
                                        array of           

                        speakers

                                                water  jugs; jars; buckets

                                                 trickle; splash

pianos   { acouic; electronic. upright; grand}

cleseste 
harmonium   { brilliant golden voice}

synthesiser   { yamaha dx7}

Atmosphere

shouting {into things & at things}

                               hit 
                               roked 
                               picked up 
                               dropped                                                  in                         rhythm

                                                                                 by                         accident
                                          sticks 
                                          rods 
                                                   brushes                                               ignore the original funion

                        mallets                                               different uses 

                        clubs  bash                                          as resonators

                                                                                                                                                                                               loudspeakers

                                                sheets of  paper {& paint}                                            amplifiers

                                                      {use as surfaces – stroke or strike}

                                                                                 in                           process

                                                                                                  combine funions

                                                                                                       with ² or more different bells {sometimes}

rhythm {as a groove; single rikes; atmospheres}

                        use specific tunings

                        {at other times} ignore specific tunings

                        {very, very, very} quiet play

                         amplify {afterwards}
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Book of Nature 
Richard Smith
2008.
Published by Underworld Print.
 

All these items are or will be available for purchase at Underworldlive.com

Riverrun 04 
“pizza for eggs” 
(7th december 2005)
underworldlive.com exclusive
download only

the audio section of  “pizza for eggs” 
is made up of  6 new tracks worked 
together into a single piece and 
includes “food a ready”, “back in the 
fears”, “vanilla monkey”, “flatz”, 
“ancient phat farm coat”, and 
“play pig”. the gallery is a selection of  
karl’s photographs curated by john.

25’ 08” audio (mp3)
444 photos in gallery (html)
front cover artwork (pdf )

Riverrun 03 
“lovely broken thing” 
(9th november 2005)
underworldlive.com exclusive
download only

the audio section of  “lovely broken 
thing” is made up of  7 new tracks that 
fuse into a single, undulating work and 
includes “jal to tokyo”, “billy goat”, 
“peggy sussed”,  “dub shepherd”, 
“lenny penne”, “monkey wink” and 
“witness”. the gallery is a selection of  
karl’s photographs curated by john.

28’ 36” audio (mp3)
177 photos in gallery (html)
front cover artwork (pdf )

Riverrun 05
“i’m a big sister, and i’m a girl, and i’m 
a princess, and this is my horse” 
(5th june 2006)
underworldlive.com exclusive
download only

this release explores a darker, moodier 
side to underworld with the audio 
section being made from 5 new tracks 
jammed together to form a single
work– “11 hundred hz”, “mowed path”, 
“peach tree”, “showlder” and “wedge”. 
the gallery is a slide show with audio 
with images gathered by karl in tokyo 
in november 2005 and curated by john.

30’ 34” audio (mp3)
53 images/6’24” running time (qt)
front cover artwork (pdf )

Riverrun 
theriverrun is our name not only the 
flow of  the jam but also for that part of  
the process where ‘one thing flows into 
another’. 

The three internet-only releases to 
the right are the first in an occassional 
series ‘straight from the mixing desk’
and are comprised from the ‘work-in-
progress’ at that moment in time.



Book of Tokyo 
Karl Hyde
2008.
Published by Underworld Print.
 

All these items are available for purchase at Underworldlive.com

Book of Nature 
Richard Smith
A collection of  Rick’s photographs.

Hardback. 64pp. £15.99
Published by Underworld Print.

Book of White 
Karl Hyde
2008.
Published by Underworld Print.

Book of Riverrun 
Karl Hyde & Richard Smith
2008..
Published by Underworld Print.

Book of Paint 
John Warwicker
2008.
Published by Underworld Print.

Book of Qi 
John Warwicker
2008.
Published by Underworld Print.
 

Book of Words, Vol.1 
Karl Hyde
2008.
Published by Underworld Print.

This is the first Volume of  Karl’s 
daily writings that he has accumulated
over the past 10 years – many of  hich 
are eventual lyrics in  embryonic form.



An Index of  References

Context 
For as long as the Underworldlive.com 
site has been active Karl has been 
linking other sites that interest him 
to our front page. What he has found 
through his unstructured nocturnal 
wanderings have simultaneously 
stimulated and baffled us in equal 
measure. Up to the end of  last year 
these pages would appear and 
disappear everyday. But we would 
often refer to one or more of  them in 
later conversation so it seemed sensible 
to start a reference catalogue of  what 
not only Karl had found but also those 
sites found by both Rick and myself.

An essential part of  the process of  the 
Jam is the ‘show & tell’. The web is an 
extraordinary resource to quickly 
follow a train of  thought or research.
The dérive through the lists and images 
is as invigourating & stimulating as 
the Parisian Arcades were to Walter 
Benjamin. There is something hypnotic
and surreal about the ‘search’. It is only 
after the scraps are gathered and 
re-examined is this oddness evident. 
In order for our collective wanders to 
be of  use at a later date we started 
compiling the words and images into 
a document. Arranged alphabetically 
the perculiar taxonomy of  the web is 
somehow retained. New subjects are 

Preface

created everyday and 
old ones are added to. 
New cross references are 
made and this generates further 
searches. As children we were all 
enthralled by encyclopedias that had 
a similar structure. 

If  these encyclopedias were a lens 
on the world then Wayposts is a lens 
on our world. And as such generates 
reference points for our conversation 
that subsequently effects and informs 
the work that we produce.  

At the time of  writing Wayposts 
is approximately 4,500 pages long.

This project has now evolved and 
expanded to include what we have 
found in print. And is now including 
our thoughts, notes and responses to 
each of  the entries.

This section in the Book of  Jam will 
appear every month and contain some 
of  our latest ‘discoveries’ and interests. 
As is the case in this issue the ‘net ’ is 
spread far and wide. Sometimes it will 
centre around a certain subject and map 
the connections that we ’ve found 
interesting. At other times it will be a 
mixture of  both. Often a subject will be 
revisited and expanded and this process 
of  expansion will generate new 
connections or re-configure old ones. 

It is planned that at some time 

in the future 
we will publish either 
electronically &/or in print the 
Wayposts in its pictorial form.

There are, of  course, references and 
inspiration for the Wayposts project it-
self. And these will be documernted in 
this section during the coming months.

Wherever possible we ’ve included 
relevant or specific URL’s , otherwise 
the links are too many, so rather that 
recommend any specific link please 
‘google ’.

The right hand column is to list  
relevant connections, influences or 
further references.

Afterword 
Wherever possible primary sources 
are indicated but such is the nature of  
the web that this is sometimes hard to 
ascertain.

Atget
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Eno, Brian.
Oblique Strategies, Obscure Record Label.
Generative Music. Strategy.

http://www.music.hyperreal.org/artists/brian_eno/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/collective/A19590591 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Eno 
Apart from being a good overview the wikipedia site 
contains some interesting links, notably the {free} pdf  
book Brian Eno: His Music and the Vertical Color of  
Sound by Eric Tamm, an interview with the Guardian
newspaper and a filmed interview with Will Wright 
about ‘generative creation’.
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